
Your work has enough risks.
Make sure you can see.

Cases available: C2318 (top left, open with a V-Spec LED 
inside), C3422 (bottom, closed), or C5022 (right, closed).
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CASE HOLDS L x W x H  WEIGHT
  (in.)  (empty) 

C2318 One V-Spec 22.5 x 8.5 x 18 11.5 lbs 

C3422  2-Headed V-Spec 33.5 x 13 x 22 29.5 lbs

C5022 2-Headed V-Spec 49.5 x 9 x 21.5 30.5 lbs
  plus XT pole

CASES
l Meets strict US Military standards for protection 

against air, water, and impact
l Will not warp, rust, rot, bend, crack, or shatter
l Foam interior will not disintegrate with sun or water

The LENTRY UTILITY SYSTEM by Ventry 
Solutions, Inc. is bright, portable, and 
all-terrain that lights large areas 
regardless of the scene, site, or season. 
They deploy and break down in seconds, 
include a high output LED, and lets you 
SEE AND BE SEEN.

For those who already have a power source 
available or who currently have a LENTRY SYSTEM 
and would like to run a second light in another 
location, the LENTRY UTILITY SYSTEM is a sound 
investment for greater safety on any job site or 
emergency scene.

V-SPEC LED LIGHTS (both single & 2-Headed)

§ Uses a combination of flood and spot lighting
l Instant-on / instant-off (no cool down time)
l Low operating temperatures
l Rated for 50,000 hours
l Maintenance free; solid state electronics
l Lights have a tool-free Quick Release for quick setup and 

break down
l Each light head tips far forward/back and rotates over 360°

LIGHT LUMENS L x W x H (in.)  WEIGHT 

V-SPEC 28,000 14.5 x 3.5 x 14.75 10 lbs

2-HEADED V-SPEC 56,000 total  29.5 x 6 x 18  22 lbs 

HEIGHT
Two heights are available to choose from, which vary by 
the length of the telescoping pole. These heights allow the 
systems to stand between 6.5 feet tall to 15.5 feet tall.

COMPLETE MODELS HEIGHT  

   XT height models 6.5- to 11-feet tall 

   Hi-Lite height models* 8.5- to 15.5-feet tall

POLES LENGTH (in.) WEIGHT  

XT Height 44, retracted 4.5 lbs.

Hi-Lite Height 73, retracted 6.5 lbs. 

UTILITY STAND L x W x H (in.) WEIGHT

 30 x 7 x 8 16 lbs.Collapsed for storage

POLE
l Telescopic poles can lock in any position between 

fully extended and fully retracted
l The ability to raise and lower the light allows for 

ideal positioning, illuminating a larger area the 
taller the light is

UTILITY STAND
l Telescoping legs with four positive locking positions: 

vertical, normal, and two for uneven terrain
l Kick release legs for easy leg adjustments

Lentry Utility Model 
TWSPX-SS-C34/C50 
shown without 
the case.

* Hi-Lite height models are Special Order, as we want to 
make sure they are appropriate for your application.

V-Spec LED           2-Headed V-Spec LED
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